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 Covid-19 is a new type of virus that can be transmitted to humans. This virus 
spreads very quickly and has spread to almost all countries. In the midst of 

Covid-19 outbreak, social phenomenon emerged that has the potential to 

exacerbate the situation, it is negative social stigma against a person or group 

of people who experience symptoms or have COVID-19 disease. They are 
labeled, stereotyped, discriminated against, and treated differently because 

they are associated with Covid-19 disease. This pandemic puts pressure on the 

emergence of mental illnesses such as fatigue, stress, fear, sadness, loneliness, 

schizophrenia, anxiety, depression, or post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 
and its probability of dying from Covid 19 is almost 3 times higher than those 

who do not have mental illness. Therefore, an expert system is needed to detect 

mental disorders in Covid-19 patients early as prevention. This system works 

as psychologist experts detect Covid-19 patients through the people closest to 

the patient. By observing the conditions and symptoms arose in the patient's 

psychological condition, the user will fill the data in the system to find out the 

level of disturbance experienced by the patient in real time. Then, the system 

will provide solutions, diagnosis results and appropriate treatment methods for 
patients so that symptoms of mental disorders can be detected and prevented 

early on without direct contact between patients and experts. 
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1. Introduction  
Covid-19 is a new type of corona virus can transmitted to humans. This virus spreads very quickly 

and has spread to almost every country, including Indonesia[1]. As COVID-19 spreads, social phenomena 

emerge that can make things worse, such as social stigma or negative associations for individuals or groups 

who experience or suffer from COVID-19 symptoms. They are stigmatized, stereotyped, discriminated against, 

treated differently and/or harassed based on status because they are related to Covid-19 disease[2]. This stigma 

will actually trigger the spread of disease that is increasingly out of control in the community. COVID-19 

pandemic has put pressure on every aspect of people's lives. Fatigue, stress, anxiety, fear, frustration[3], sadness 

and loneliness must be taken care of and prevented as soon as possible[4]. 

According to Oxford Research, 1 in 8 recovered patients infected with COVID-19 have a psychiatric 

or neurological complication within 6 months of testing positive for Covid-19. This finding is based on a survey 

of nearly 2,336,379 coronavirus patients in the United States[5]. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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In addition, a new study of approximately 7,400 people in New York, all of whom tested positive for 

COVID-19, found that people diagnosed with COVID-19 had schizophrenia and were nearly three times more 

likely to die from Covid-19 than those who did not schizophrenia. This suggests that schizophrenia makes 

patients more susceptible to infection with COVID-19 virus. These results suggest that schizophrenia is 

considered the second largest risk factor (after age) for death from Covid19 in New Yorkers[6]. And according 

to Gracia Ivonika, M.Psi. psychologists from several mental health studies of Covid-19 survivors found that 

some of them had experienced conditions such as anxiety, depression, or post-traumatic stress disorder 

(PTSD)[7][8]. 

In Indonesia, the handling of Covid-19 focuses on physical health, only a few describe the mental 

health status of patients. Though mental health conditions should also be a concern at this time. There have 

been four cases of Covid-19 patients who committed suicide in Indonesia in four different isolation centers. 

When examining these cases, hospitals must effectively provide psychological assistance to patients. It is 

important to provide timely and effective psychological counseling to patients who believe that they must be 

responsible for transmitting the disease to those around them[9]. 

Therefore we need an expert system that can detect early mental illness (mental disorders) of Covid-

19 patients as a prevention of more serious mental disorders. This system works as psychologist experts detect 

Covid-19 patients who have symptoms of mental illness through the people closest to the patient[10]. By 

paying attention and observing the conditions and symptoms arose in the patient's psychological condition, 

someone as the user in this system (family, nurse, doctor or psychologist) will fill the data to find out how 

much disturbance the patient is experiencing. After that, the system will provide solutions, diagnosis results 

and appropriate treatment methods for patients so that symptoms of mental disorders can be detected and 

prevented early on without direct contact between patients and experts (contactless). 

Based on the information from the observations, the researcher compiled this scientific work with the 

title "Design And Construction Of An Expert System For Early Detection of Mental Illness in Covid-19 

Patients And Handling Using Certainty Factor Method" as a solution to mental illness owned by Covid-19 

patients so that patients can be given action  precise and fast. 

 

2. Research Method  
Prototyping is an approach method in systems development where a program is designed quickly step by step 

for user evaluation directly. The prototype offers users an overview of the system to be developed [11]. Some 

of the advantages of using a prototyping model are as follows: 

1. User-designed replication for an ideal system. 

2. Can be added and shortened according to user requests even though the system development process is 

running. 

3. Saves resources and time. 

 

 

Figure 1. Prototyping Model[12] 

The picture shows three phases in the development of information systems using the prototyping method [13]. 

The first step is to listen to customers or communicate to listen to user needs. Developers and users together 

determine the concept of the system to be developed. There are two steps in communication processing. First, 

the developer makes direct observations of the system to run by the user. The developer must be able to include 

the user's point of view, its to be heard the user liked and to find flaws in the system used. Second, the next 

step is the communication process, it is the interview. Developers conduct interviews with users about 
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complaints of the system used and the user's need to get out of the problem. The result of the communication 

step is a conceptual solution proposed by the developer. The communication step is the step of analyzing and 

defining system requirements [14]. 

Referring to the data has been obtained in the first step, the next step for the developer is the build/revise 

mockup or modeling step quickly 7. In this step, the developer designs of the develope functionality design 

and develope of system interface design. The result of this step is prototype, which is an initial version of a 

system to represent concepts, designs and find more problems and possible solutions [15]. 

The last step is customer test drive mockup step. In this step the prototype is sent to the user to be tested for 

feasibility. This test is designed with a view to collecting user feedback and making improvements if 

deficiencies are found. 

 

3. Result and Discussion  
The Expert System for Early Detection of Mental Illness in Covid-19 Patients and its Handling Using the 

Certainty Factor Method works as psychologist experts can monitor and detect Covid-19 patients who have 

symptoms of mental illness through the people closest to the patient such as family, relatives, nurses/doctors 

who can see directly and observe the patient's behavior patterns. The people closest to this patient will enter 

data on the patient's behavior and habits in the expert system so that mental illness symptoms can be detected 

and diagnosed quickly to treat patient  immediately. 

 

A. Listen to Customer/Interview 

Data collection methods used are interviews and literature study. Interviews were conducted with resource 

persons who work as doctors and nurses to obtain information about mental illness in Covid-19 patients. Then 

heritage studies are carried out to collect information about research, they are through journals, research papers 

and other relevant sources. 

 

B. Build or Revise Mockup 

In the build or revise mockup step, the developer realizes the interface design as visualization of the form of 

the system to be developed, as the result, the developer can measure the level of user satisfaction and can 

immediately correct it if an error or deficiency is detected. 

The method used in designing this system is the certainty factor method. Certainty factor is a method to prove 

the uncertainty of an expert's thinking [16], where to accommodate this one usually uses a certainty factor to 

describe the level of expert confidence in the problem at hand [17]. There are two ways to get the level of 

confidence from a rule, namely by using the 'Net Belief' method and by interviewing an expert. 

 
Figure 2. Flowmap of an expert system using Certainty Factor[18] 

 

An expert system to detect patients' mental disorders early and provide solutions by applying the Certainty 

Factor (CF) method [19]. In this method, the user will select the symptoms according to the patient's experience, 

then the system will check one by one the symptoms selected by the user with the appropriate rules according 

to the user's input. The system will provide output into the diagnosis of mental disorders experienced by 

patients, solutions and appropriate treatment methods for patients so that symptoms of mental disorders can be 

detected and prevented early on without direct contact between patients and experts (contactless) [20]. 

 

In the implementation of an expert system for diagnosing mental disorders in children, this formula will use: 

CF[CF1,CF2] = CF1 + CF2 * (1 - CF1). 

 

Information : 
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CF = Certainty Factor in hypothesis H is influenced by fact E. The CF value of each premise or symptom is a 

value given by an expert with supporting literature. 

 

To determine the explanation of the confidence factor from the expert, it is seen from the CFcombine by 

referring to the interpretation table (term) certainty factor [17]. The table of evidence values from the level of 

confidence can be seen in Table 1 below. 

 

Table 1. Value of confidence level evidence [21] 

Uncertain Term CF 

Definitely Not  -1.0 

Almost Certainly Not -0.8 

Probably Not  -0.6 

Maybe Not -0.4 

Unknown  -0.2  to 0.2 

Maybe  0.4 

Probably  0.6 

Almost Certainly  0.8 

Definitely  1 

 

The following is an image of the algorithm for early detection of mental illness in COVID-19 patients: 

 
Figure 3. Mental Illness Early Detection Algorithm for Covid 19 Patients 

 

This expert system is used to assist in the initial diagnosis of the types of mental illness (mental disorders) in 

Covid-19 patients so that they can be detected and prevented early and get the right treatment. To identify the 

type of mental illness (mental disorder) in Covid-19 patients, the system will be given the code "P01" for the 

first order, "P02" for the second order and so on as shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Types of Mental Illness 
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Code Type of Mental Illness 

P01 Depression 

P02 PTSD 

P03 Anxiety Disorder 

P04 Schiizofrenia 

 

Based on a literature study of symptoms of mental illness, it was found that the identification of the 

characteristics or symptoms of mental illness in Covid-19 patients in the system, each symptom was analyzed 

by being given a serial number of symptoms of the disorder using the code "G01" for the first symptom 

sequence, "G02" for the order of symptoms  second symptom and so on as in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Characteristics of mental illness[18] 

Code Symptom 
MB P01 -

Depression 

MB 

P02 - 

PTSD 

MB P03 – 

Anxiety 

Disorder 

MB P04 - 

Schizofrenia 

G01 Easily angry and emotional 0.1 0.1  0.1 

G02 Changeable appetite 0.2  0.2 0.2 

G03 Insomnia 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

G04 Anxious, restless and shock 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

G05 Wistful and muse 0.1  0.2 0.1 

G06 Bad Prejudice 0.1    

G07 Easily offended 0.1    

G08 Unfocused and dazed 0.1 0.1 0.1  

G09 headaches 0.1    

G10 Loneliness 0.1  0.1  

G11 Sad all the time 0.4  0.4  

G12 Desperate and feeling 

depressed 
0.2 0.2   

G13 Slow motion 0.4    

G14 Rampage  0.6   

G15 Fickle and inconsistent     

G16 Excessive hallucinations  0.4 0.4 0.4 

G17 Feel guilty  0.2   

G18 Suicide Desire  0.6  0.6 

G19 Sleep disturbances such as 

nightmares 
 0.2  0.2 

G20 Remembering the past  0.6 0.2  

G21 Responsive toward the past  0.2   

G22 Apathetic  0.2   

G23 Avoid social  0.2 0.2 0.2 
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G24 Loss of interest   0.1   

G25 Post-traumatic stress disorder  0.2   

G26 Agitation   0.2 0.2 

G27 Excessive sweating   0.4  

G28 Urinating too often   0.2  

G29 Panic attack   0.2  

G30 Possessed    0.6 

G31 Weird Talk    0.2 

G32 Suspicious    0.2 

 

 

Certaity Factor Calculation : 

 

After creating a rule, here is an example of calculation using Certainty Factor from several rules. For example, 

the user provides input in the form of symptoms experienced by the patient as follows: 

 

Table 4. Examples of Patient Symptoms 

No Code Symptom 

Certainty Factor from Expert 
CF 

From 

User P01 P02 P03 P04 

1 G01 Easily angry and emotional 0.1 0.1  0.1 0.4 

2 G02 Changeable appetite 0.2  0.2 0.2 0.2 

3 G03 

 

Insomnia 
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

0.1 

4 G05 

 

Wistful and muse 
0.1  0.2 0.1 

-0.2 

5 G10 

 

Loneliness 
0.1  0.1 

 0.6 

6 G13 Slow motion 0.1    0.2 

7 G20 Excessive hallucinations 0.4 0.4 0.4  0.4 

8 G21 Feel guilty 0.2    0.2 

9 G22 Suicide Desire 0.6  0.6  0.2 

10 G27 Avoid social  0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 

 

Calculating the value of Cfuser with CFexpert : 

 

CF[H, e] = Cfuser * Cfpakar 

 

Table 5. Calculate the value of expert CF with user CF 

Depresi PTSD 

CF[H, e1]= 0.4*0.1 = 0.4 

CF[H, e2]=0.2*0.2 = 0.4 

CF[H, e3]=0.1*0.2 = 0.2 

CF[H, e5]=-0.2*0.1 = -0.2 

CF[H, e1]= 0.4*0.1 = 0.4 

CF[H, e3] = 0.2*0.2= 0.4 

CF[H, e20] = 0.4*0.4 = 0.16 

CF[H, e27 = 0.1*0.2 = 0.2 
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CF[H, e10] = 0.6*0.1 = 0.6 

CF[H, e13] = 0.2*0.1=0.2 

CF[H, e20] = 0.4*0.4=0.16 

CF[H, e21] = 0.2*0.2 = 0.4 

CF[H, e22] = 0.2*0.6 = 0.12 

Gangguan Kecemasan Skizofrenia 

CF[H, e2] = 0.2*0.2= 0.4 

CF[H, e3]= 0.1*0.2=0.2 

CF[H, e5]= -0.2*0.2= -0.4 

CF[H, e10]= 0.6*0.1=0.6 

CF[H, e20]= 0.4*0.4=0.16 

CF[H, e22]=0.2*0.6=0.12 

CF[H, e27]=0.1*0.2=0.2 

CF[H, e1]=0.4*0.1=0.4 

CF[H, e2]=0.2*0.2=0.4 

CF[H, e3]=0.1*0.2=0.2 

CF[H, e5]= -0.2*0.1 = -0.2 

CF[H, e27] = 0.1*0.2= 0.2 

 

CF [CF1,CF2] = CF1 + CF2 * (1 - CF1) 
 

Table 6. Combination of Manual Calculation 

Untuk P01 – Depresi 

CFcombine= G01+[G02*(1-G01)] 
   = 0.4 + [0.4*(1-0.4) 
   = 0.4+0.24 
   = 0.64 CFold 
CFcombine= G03+[ CFold * 1-G03)] 
    = 0.4 + [0.64*(1-0.4)] 
    = 0.4 + 0.384 
    = 0.784 CFold 
Cfcombine  = G05 + [CFold *(1-G05)] 
   = -0.2 + [0.784*(1-(-0.2)] 
   = -0.2+0.9408 
   = 0.7408 CFold 
CFcombine= G10 + [CFold *(1-G10)] 
   = 0.6 + [0.7408*(1-0.6)] 
   = 0.6 + 0.29632 
   = 0. 89632 CFold 
   

CFcombine= G13 + [CFold *(1-G13)] 
   = 0.2 + [0.89632 * (1-0.2)] 
   =0.2 + 0.717056 
   = 0.917056 CFold 
CFcombine= G20 + [CFold *1-G20)] 
   = 0.16 + [0.917056*(1-0.16)] 
   = 0.16 + 0.77032704 
   = 0.93032704 CFold 
CFcombine= G21 + [CFold *(1-G21)] 
   = 0.4 + [0.93032704* (1-0.4)] 
   = 0.4 + 0.558196224 
   = 0.958196224 CFold 
CFcombine= G22 + [CFold *(1-G22)] 
   = 0.12+ [0.958196224*(1-0.12)] 
   = 0.12+ 0.8432126771 
   = 0.9632126771 
 

Untuk P02-PTSD 

CFcombine = G01+[( G03 *(1-G01)] 
              =0.4+((0.4*(1-0.4)) 
              =0.4+0.24 
              =0.24 CFold 
CFcombine = G20+[( CFold *(1-G20)] 
              =0.16+[(0.24*(1-0.16)] 
              =0.16+0.2016 
              =0.3616 CFold 
 

CFcombine= G27+[( CFold *(1-G27)] 
              =0.2+[(0.3616*(1-0.2)] 
              =0.2+0.28928 
              =0.48928 

Untuk P03-Gangguan Kecemasan 

CFcombine = G02 + [(G03*(1-G02)] 
               =0.4 + [(0.2*(1-0.4)] 
               =0.4 + 0.12 
               =0.52 CFold 
CFcombine = G05 + [(CFold *(1-G05)] 
              = -0.4 + [(0.52*(1-(-0.4)] 
              =-0.4 + 0.728 
              =0.328 CFold 
CFcombine = G10 + [(CFold *(1-G10)] 
               =0.6 + [(0.328*(1-0.6)] 

CFcombine = G20 + [(CFold *(1-G20)] 
              =0.16 + [(0.7312*(1-0.16)] 
              =0.16 + 0.614208 
              =0.774208 CFold 
CFcombine= G22 + [(CFold *(1-G22)] 
              =0.12 + [(0.774208*(1-0.12)] 
              =0.12 + 0.68130304 
              =0.80130304 CFold 
CFcombine=G27 + [(CFold *(1-G27)] 
             =0.2 + [(0.80130304*(1-0.2)] 
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               =0.6+ 0.1312 
               =0.7312 CFold 
 

             =0.2 + 0.641042432 
             =0.841042432  

Untuk P04-Skizofrenia 

CFcombine = G01 + [(G02*(1-G01)] 
               =0.4 + [(0.4*(1-0.4)] 
               =0.4 + 0.24 
               =0.24 CFold 
CFcombine= G03 + [(CFold *(1-G03)] 
              =0.2 + [(0.24*(1-0.2)] 
              =0.2 + 0.192 
              =0.392 CFold 
 

CFcombine = G05 + [(CFold *(1-G05)] 
              = -0.2 + [(0.392*(1-(-0.2))] 
              = -0.2 + 0.4704 
              = 0.2707 CFold 
CFcombine= G27 + [(CFold *(1-G27)] 
              =0.2 + [(0.2707*(1-0.2)] 
              =0.2 + 0.21632 
              =0.41632 

 

From the results of the calculation of each disease (P) then look for the largest value of the certainty value (CF) 

of all mental illnesses, as follows: P01 = 0.9632126771; P02 = 0.48928; P03 = 0.841042432; P04 = 0.41632. 

After obtaining the largest value for each disease (P), then: P = max [0.9632126771, 0.48928, 0.841042432, 

0.41632] = 0.9632126771x100% = 96.3%. 

 

 From the manual calculation above, it can be concluded that the possibility of patients experiencing mental 

disorders, depression, and anxiety disorders. However, the biggest possibility with the percentage of 96.3% 

obtained is that the patient is likely to experience depression and the patient is advised to do: 

Prevention: 

1. Avoid the habit of being alone by looking for a good community 

2. exercise regularly, at least 3-5 times a week with a duration of about 30 minutes 

3. Consumption of foods with balanced nutrition and a regular diet 

4. make life more relaxed and invite patients to enjoy 

5. Avoid consumption of alcoholic beverages and illegal drugs. 

Treatment : 

1. Psychotherapy. 

2. Cognitive behavior therapy (CBT). This therapy aims to help sufferers gone of negative thoughts and 

feelings, and replace them with positive responses. 

3. Problem-solving therapy (PST), to improve the sufferer's ability to deal with experiences that trigger 

feelings of depression. 

4. Interpersonal therapy (IPT) to help overcome problems that arise when dealing with other people. 

5. Psychodynamic therapy to help sufferers understand what they are feeling and how to respond to those 

feelings. 

6. Antidepressant drugs, such as escitalopram, paroxetine, sertraline, fluoxetine, citalopram, venlafaxine, 

duloxetine, and bupropion. The use of these drugs should always be under the supervision of a doctor 

because of the many side effects. 

7. Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) for people with depression who do not improve after being given drugs, 

experience symptoms of psychosis, and people who have attempted suicide.[22] 

Next step is the implementation step of the interface to meet user needs in interacting with the system created. 

Good interface facilities will greatly assist users in understanding the process being carried out by the system 

so as to improve system performance [23]. 

 

1. Expert system home page 

This page as the start page or main page in the form of the main display of the expert system, there is an image 

slider, expert system statistics in the form of total diseases, symptoms, knowledge and admin, not only that 

there is also a brief description of the expert system, for the detailed interface of the Expert System Home Page 

can be seen in Figure 4. 
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Be   

            Figure 4. Home Page 

2. Expert System Diagnostic Page 

This page contains a selection of diagnoses, there is a choice of symptoms and the user must choose the 

symptoms found in the field and the possibilities that exist, if so, the user presses the process button, for the 

detailed interface of the Expert System Diagnostics Page, see Figure 5 

 

gambar 4.2 Halaman Diagnosa Sistem Pakar 1 

                  Figure 5. Diagnosis Page 

 

3. Diagnosis Results Page and Prevention/Treatment Suggestions 

This page is a continuation of the diagnosis page where from the results of the symptoms that have been 

selected, the diagnosis results will be displayed in the form of CF values and % (percent), there are also 

suggestions in the form of disease prevention and treatment methods along with a brief description and values 

of other possible diseases if there are the same symptoms, for the details of the Diagnostic Results Page 

interface, see Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Diagnosis Results Page 

C. Customer Test Drive Mockup 

The last step is the customer test drive mockup. At this step, testing of this expert system is carried out. Testing 

is carried out through a direct experimental process using a PC or mobile phone device by asking questions to 

users, namely the patient's family, doctors and nurses using a questionnaire with a scale using a Likert scale. 

The conclusion of the results of the interview question instruments can be seen in Table 7. 

 Table 7. Conclusion of User Interview Instrument Results  

No Questions Result of 

Interview 

1. In your opinion, is the appearance of the mental 

illnes expert system website attractive? 

80% Agree 

2. In your opinion, is the layout of the mental illnes 

expert system website good enough and ideal? 

75% Agree 

3. In your opinion, is this mental illnes expert system 

website easy to use? 

75% Agree 

4. In your opinion, does this mental illness expert 

system website provide assistance and convenience 

in properly diagnosing the mental illness of COVID-

19 patients? 

95% Agree 

5. In your opinion, does this mental illness expert 

system website provide advice that helps in the 

prevention and treatment of mental illness in 

COVID-19 patients? 

90% Agree 

6. In your opinion, is this mental illness expert system 

website really needed and needed by patient 

families, doctors and nurses? 

95% Agree 

 

 

Conclusion  
Based on the results of research on expert systems for detecting mental illness in Covid-19 patients, 

the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. It has been successfully designed for early detection of symptoms of mental illness in Covid-19 patients 

obtained from accurate diagnosis results with an accuracy percentage of up to 90% according to the results 

of questionnaire conducted by designing an expert system using the certainty factor calculation method by 

involving doctors as experts, system journals experts and the acquisition of data sources from the field. 
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2. In addition to carrying out early detection, this expert system helps provide solutions in the form of 

prevention and treatment for patients after making a diagnosis and getting what percentage of the possibility 

of experiencing mental illness so that it can be treated early. 
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